
 
 

Year 9 Spanish Semester 1:  Daily Routine 

 
Knowledge: 

* Talking about your daily routine and saying what you do during the week and at the 
weekend 

* Saying which food and drink items you consume during the week 

* Using the present tense accurately to say what you do during the week 

* Forming both reflexive and radical changing verbs accurately 

Skills: 

* Comparing how your routine may differ during the week and at the weekend 

* Learning how to describe a photo in line with the new GCSE 

* Learning how to respond to prompts written in Spanish as part of the new GCSE 

 

Indicators of Expected Progress: 

 

MEG 2: 

* I can give basic information about my daily routine using verbs and times correctly 

* I can say what I eat and drink usually using basic verb forms and vocabulary 

* I can use the basic present tense well in the first person 

* I cam form some reflexive and radical changing verbs with a varying degree of 
success 

* I am beginning to apply the grammar I have learnt to my production of language but 
I still need a lot of support to be able to do this 

 

MEG 5: 

* I can give more extended information about my daily routine using lots of verbs and 
time indicators correctly 

* I can give some details of what I like to eat and drink usually using different verb 
forms and more sophisticated vocabulary 

* I can use the basic present tense well in the first person and I am beginning to use 
other parts of the verb 

* I can form reflexive and radical changing verbs well to say what I want to say in my 
speaking and writing 



 
 

* I am able to apply the grammar I have learnt to my production of language with 
some guidance still needed. 

 

MEG 8: 

* I can give a wide range of information about my daily routine using all the verbs 
and time indicators I have learnt correctly 

* I can give a range of details about what I like to eat and drink using different verb 
forms and more sophisticated vocabulary 

* I can use the basic present tense with ease in the first person and I am beginning 
to use other parts of the verb successfully 

* I can form reflexive and radical changing verbs well to say what I want to say in my 
speaking and writing 

* I am able to apply the grammar I have learnt to my production of language with 
high levels of success 

 


